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Abstract: The last decennium an increase is seen in

While the need for more care is growing drastically in the

need for care for people with disabilities. For some
groups the patients, clients with a certain deceases, the
literature reports that the increase in health care
consumption might be between 40 and 70 percent. An
important reason is, obviously the growth of average
age of the target group. Much Research and
Development is started to prepare solutions for this
problem. One category of solutions is bringing more
support and care to home. It is hypothesized that this
is cheaper, more effective and much better from the

coming years, the availability of services is growing also;
however it has not been demonstrated yet that the supply
(more available services) is in accordance with the demand

viewpoint of the client/patient. This viewpoint

is

elaborated in this paper.

(need for beffer support) caused by developments as indicated
above. The authors do have the impression that most of the

services are directed to the operation of the servicelcare
providers than directly to activities needed by the clients (end-

users).

It is even not well

demonstrated

that the

implementation of new services which are supported by
technology is effective and is giving a sufficient response to
the needs.
This paper will further elaborate on requirements to be set

for a good technology support in
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The use of technology for more independence and
better participation of people with disabilities in the
society is believed to be very effective. An objective
evaluation is difficult due to the fact that almost no

care for people with
disabilities and will suggest a number of topics for research
and development together with an invitation to promote and
develop such R&D activities.
REQUIREMENTS AND POSSIBILITIES FOR GOOD
TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT OF CARE

research is done into quantification and qualification of the

effectiveness of technology.

Many examples

of individual

cases show that an

investment in technology raises the quality of life and
reduces the gap between possibilities that people with
disabilities have with respect to non-handicapped people.
The term "people with disabilities" is used for people with
(severe) functional limitations, elderly people with
disabilities as well as chronically ill people.
Growth of healthcare consumptions from 1988-2030
will rise from index 100 to 139 in this period. Growth of
healthcare consumptions for some groups in the same
period (for example Reuma and diabetes): rises from index
figure 100 to over 170.
While the costs of care are rising (more care and more
expensive care), the resources are often set to a fixed even
or are even becoming smaller. In The Netherlands many
regions the policy is adopted in special housing for the
elderly, (not the nursing homes, but specialized housing)
to keep the capacity fixed in absolute figures while the

need grows (more people needing care and more
expensive care is required).
The numbers: the growth of elderly persons is not a

sudden but a certain constant increase for the coming
decennia (0.1% per year). The number of disabled people
is growing accordingly (45% of the elderly docs have
functional limitations). In addition to the effect of the
increase in average age, an increase of disability is due to

improving the life-changes after medical treatment.

The baseline(s) for a system for providing care to
patients/clients is the situation of the client him/trerself and
secondly the ongoing developments in society.
The position of the client will, of course, depend on the
abilities of the client and the prospect in the near future;
especially, the services related to the aging are very much
"unstable" and will be influenced largely by technologies
provided. Scientific studies into the needs, objectively defined
and related to possible applications, is not done yet. A basis
for such research is a common understanding of a good
service delivery process. This process is first described at
common level for discussion by the HEART project (Line C
Service Delivery). The dimensions of a good service delivery
process are: I Accessibility of a system,2 Competence of the
care providers, 3 Coordiation of actions, 4 Effectiveness of the
service delivery process itself, 5 Flexibility of the system to
cope with special problems, 6 User influence on selection.
The basic requirements from a clients perspective will
(partly) depend on the social economic situation in a country.
This baseline, or profile of the need of groups of clients must
be defined before designing an appropriate sevice delivery
system.

In parallel, the society will develop: not just with respect
of views on what should be done for people with disabilities,
but also with respect to the technology supported services
made available to (almost!?) everybody. Examples of those
services are: automatic cashing machines, telebanking and
teleshopping. The gap between what can be expected in our
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society, and what can be used by the clients

with

disabilities is of great concern in this debate.
Drawing these baselines it is clear that designing
solutions in designing in a changing scenery. Thus a list of
requirements for technology support is not a fixed list. It
is recommended that the total situation is studied: Home Care services - Hospital/medical services - Advice and
consultation centres. This means that integration has to be
studied and implemented from various viewpoints:
- Integration in function: the different services and
infrastructure has to be seen as a total system. The home
environment has to be adapted for easy delivery of care.
An alarm-system, or a good system for telecolsultancy has
to be available in case of critical medical situations.
- Integration in operation: for severely handicapped
persons, many tasks in the environment can be done by
remote control, direct control or telecontrol. The controls
for each of the tasks should be integrated in such a way
that safe and efficient operation is obtained.
- Integration in communication: if, for example in cases
of telemedicine applications, various actors are involved,
a good communication plan and organisation has to be
implemented. In principle, the present possibilities for
telecommunication allow for complex tasks to be tackled:
the client/patient at home, the family nearby, the family
doctor, the medical specialist in the hospital as well as the
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one who gives regular care could communicate technically

very easy. It is however, necessary to speciff a plan for
communication and responsibilities for regular and
emergency situations.
- Integration in administration and procurement: in case
of total solutions as mentioned above, administration and
finance must be "lined-up" in order to get good continuity
of the services provided.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

In a new area as described above, it is essential that,

for real practical examples, the above

mentioned
requirements are studied in detail. Thus, one of the first

priorities in R&D is to develop scheme's or protocols for
development and implementation in such a way that
various applications can be compared, even

if they

are

executed in parallel and in different countries.

A

second priority in research is that the execution of
effectiveness whereby the total system effectiveness as
well as aspects of the services are studied.
Thirdly, technology explorations and forecast studies are
needed in order to be able to cope with the fast changing
environment, and being able to influence new systems for
benefit of people with disabilities.
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